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Executive Summary  
This deliverable is a follow-up of D6.4 “Communication & Dissemination Report v1”, which             
presented the communication and dissemination activities that have been carried out           
from the beginning of the project in September 2017 (M1) up to August 2019 (M24).               
The current D6.5 presents the communication and dissemination activities that have           
been carried out, the dissemination materials that have been produced and the effects             
that were achieved in the course of the reporting period from September 2019 (M25)              
up to November 2020 (M39). The FuturePulse communication and dissemination          
deliverable is to be used by consortium members and the European Commission in             
order to acquire a complete picture of the communication and dissemination activities            
that have been performed. Furthermore, individual performed dissemination activities         
are presented, including participation at events and conferences as well as           
publications.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Purpose and scope  
Dissemination is fundamental to the success of FuturePulse, both from a research and             
development perspective, as well as for achieving its exploitation objectives during the            
project lifetime and beyond. These objectives fall within the EC goal to stimulate             
cooperation, interaction and technology transfer within European research and         
industrial communities.  

The basic pillars of FuturePulse dissemination are shown in Figure 1. They consist of              
choosing the target audiences (basically people interested in commercial exploitation of           
project results), traditional and contemporary dissemination tactics, and metrics to          
measure the impact of the project. 

 
Figure 1: Dissemination basic pillars 

To ensure an optimal dissemination strategy, FuturePulse developed a dissemination          
plan (reported in D6.2), which presented the dissemination and communication          
activities that will be pursued during the lifetime of the project. The dissemination plan              
is meant as a guideline for project partners to successfully disseminate project results.  

The dissemination plan includes the conception of a communication kit, which helps            
partners publicize project results. Traditional dissemination strategies of the project          
include participation at events, conferences, and workshops. During the first two years            
of the project FuturePulse was present at several events. Establishing scientific           
excellence as well as raising awareness among relevant stakeholders and the general            
public were important objectives of the project. During the third and last year of the               
project we have intensified these efforts and increased our outreach among relevant            
stakeholders, despite the disruptions that arose by COVID-19 pandemic, which had a            
significant impact on the music industry since numerous events were cancelled or            
postponed.  
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In terms of communication strategy, since September 2019 our goal was to create             
awareness and engagement about FuturePulse on social media and to increase the            
traffic to the project’s website (conversions). In order to do so:  

● We turned ‘complicated’ information about technical processes into relevant         
and intriguing content that is easily being understood not only by our target             
audiences, but also within the broader community. We used vibrant images,           
GIFs, videos, image carousels, catchy captions, branded links, both on Twitter           
and Facebook.  

● We tried to build a deeper relationship with our audience by demonstrating the             
project’s technical framework/methodology.  

● We provided both educational content and a more technological oriented          
content, from our Public Deliverables.  

● We included content from events we attended and furthermore shared User           
Generated Content (UGC) related to the events.  

● Along with our posts, we mentioned-tagged several social media accounts          
related to the tech and music industry. We also used industry related hashtags             
and keywords to increase our reach.  

● We shared blog posts, articles, social media content from other users (news            
sites, industry experts, FuturePulse partners etc) related to the Music and Tech            
Industry. 

● We have designed promotional campaigns to promote and increase awareness          
of our project activities. 

In this deliverable we report and give an update about the activities carried out within               
the last reporting period of the project from September 2019 (M25) until November             
2020 (M39). 

The reader is also referred to the FuturePulse website on http://www.futurepulse.eu/           
which contains the most recent status of the project and is seen as a lively,               
permanently changing and growing repository. 

1.2 Connection with exploitation activities  
The dissemination strategy of the project is linked to the communication of results to              
relevant stakeholders not only around Europe, but all around the World, in order to              
attract a critical mass of potential customers. Dissemination activities have also           
included music industry events and shows with the communication of specific project            
results according to the exploitation plan of the consortium, as well as the plans of               
individual partners. 

Following the dissemination and communication activities, the project has gained          
momentum in the music industry and many companies are approaching us interested            
in using the platform commercially. A key insight from all these interactions is that we               
still possess niche technology that other providers are not offering. 

This activity was complemented by a continued market research and by discussing and             
by building the joint exploitation plan of the project. In order to shape this, it is worth                 
mentioning the relevant feedback obtained from the pilots, the general public using the             
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Open platform, the Advisory Board and the conversations held with the industry leads             
that contacted us. 

The exploitation plan of the project has been developed in the deliverable D6.6/10. It              
includes a detailed and updated view of the Music Industry (pre and post COVID-19),              
evaluation of the competition, SWOT analysis and market size for the different possible             
types of customers. The final foreground of partners was defined, together with            
exploitation options and costs, understanding the high variable context in the music            
industry, even more so, due to the COVID-19 crisis. 

Finally, once the consortium has reviewed the Terms of Service of the different third              
party data sources, a strategy has been defined to ensure that the platform will have               
permitted access to the data both in research and in a future commercial stage. For               
that purpose, we contacted the sources that require prior authorisation with the            
objective of signing a memorandum of understanding that we have prepared. 

1.3 Structure of the deliverable  
This report is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the general rules for              
dissemination of project results, including the open access policy for scientific           
publications. Section 3 contains a list of all conducted dissemination activities through            
the project’s website, social media, participation in music industry and technology           
events and scientific conferences as well as project showcases. This section also            
includes all the scientific publications in journals and conference proceedings, other           
publications, press and media activities as well as the material that has been produced              
(videos, newsletters). Section 4 presents the collaboration activities with other EU           
Projects and Initiatives. Section 5 presents the mechanism for monitoring          
dissemination activities that has been established by the FuturePulse consortium.          
Section 6 concludes this deliverable.  
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2 General rules for dissemination of project results  
This section presents the general rules that are shared between consortium members,            
in order to maximize the efficiency of the dissemination of project results, while at the               
same time protecting personal data and Intellectual Property (IP) of consortium           
members. 

The FuturePulse project performs dissemination activities through its website and          
social media channels publicly, without access constraints, in order to maximize the            
reach of dissemination to all interested parties.  

All public deliverables are available to download on the project website:           
http://www.futurepulse.eu/deliverables.  

An open access policy is maintained for all project academic publications (final articles             
or manuscripts accepted for publication). Publications are uploaded in the zenodo           
portal (https://zenodo.org/communities/futurepulse/), either on publication or within 6        
months from publication if an embargo is requested by the publisher. Additional deposit             
in other repositories (institutional ones, Arxiv, etc.) is possible as long as            
cross-reference is provided. 

Each partner selects their research data and results that are disseminated, in order to              
protect their IP, without hindering the communication of the overall progress achieved            
by the project.  

Last but not least, consortium members are also required to ask for the consent of               
people for taking and publishing personal photographs for all events related to the             
project.  
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3 Dissemination activities reporting  

3.1 FuturePulse Community  

3.1.1 Website 
The FuturePulse website (http://www.futurepulse.eu/) is designed as ‘a place to return           
to’ with key information about the latest developments of the project, news about music              
analytics, as well as information about the project partners, public deliverables,           
publications, events, etc. The website includes a set of key presentations centered            
around FuturePulse’s research and commercial benefits, including research papers,         
presentations, videos and demos elaborating on the scenarios and research          
challenges addressed by FuturePulse. The FuturePulse website is the main          
communication tool to disseminate news, events and frequent achievements. 

FuturePulse partners report about activities they undertake in the project context, i.e.            
report about events they attended and their development work and results. This way,             
the audience can keep up to date with what the FuturePulse project partners are up to.                
The Future Pulse blog (http://www.futurepulse.eu/blog) is the most frequently updated          
part of the website, offering the possibility to present latest project news, articles and              
opinions all in one place. 

During the third year of the project the website has been continually maintained. The              
slider section of the homepage has been updated with images and catchy captions: i)              
for the prelaunch notice for testing the FuturePulse platform with link to            
https://app.futurepulse.eu, ii) the FuturePulse Open webinar that was organised on 9th           
of October 2020 with link to the relevant blog post, iii) the Sónar+D Innovation              
Challenge Open Call that run from 13th-23th of October 2020 with link to the relevant               
blog post and iv) for the Sónar+D Innovation Challenge final event with link to the live                
streaming (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Website homepage – Slider Section 

Moreover, the video section of the homepage has been updated three times so that it is                
more appealing in order to accommodate i) the promotional video that has been             
created for Primavera Pro online conference and which presents the project and the             
platform, ii) the video recording of the FuturePulse Open webinar and iii) the live              
streaming of the open online final event of this year’s Sónar+D Innovation Challenge             
(SIC). 

 
Figure 3: Website homepage 
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We use Google Analytics to measure the traffic on the FuturePulse website. The             
website is linked to other Social Media dissemination channels like Twitter, Facebook            
and YouTube. Crosslinking of content between platforms is done to increase the            
impact of each single platform. 

The FuturePulse website went live from November 2017. Ever since (until the time of              
this report, November 2020) we have published: 

● All the static contents of the website (“About FuturePulse”, “Who we are”) 
● In total 57 blog posts, including -news and events articles (32 blog posts in the               

period M25-M39) 

Via Google Analytics we have gathered the following data analysis for the FuturePulse             
website (from November 2017 until November 2020). For comparison reasons we also            
provide the data for the period covered by this report. 

 

Table 2: FuturePulse website – reporting from November 2017 – November 2020 

 

Table 3: FuturePulse website – reporting from September 2019 – November 2020 

The numbers show us that the website has been very well visited during the third year                
of the project. In total, the website reached 4122 visits which corresponds to 69.3% of               
the total traffic reached throughout the project’s duration. The average duration of a             
visit (02:12 min) is satisfactory, taking into account that the site serves both as a search                
and download repository of project outcomes, as well as a repository of short news              
items and articles. For the period under investigation, we had 5401 total sessions, we              
got over 12.000 page views and 3875 new visitors while there was a 16.39% of               
returning visitors. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the evolution of the number of unique               
visitors to the FuturePulse website from the beginning of the project and for the third               
year of the project respectively. 
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Figure 4: FuturePulse website – visits over time 

 
Figure 5: FuturePulse website – visits from September 2019 until November 2020 

With respect to demographics, the analysis (Figure 6) about the age/gender of our             
visitors shows that FuturePulse is mainly visited by women (60.8%) and is most             
popular among the age of 25-34 (31.41%) during the third year of the project. 

 
Figure 6: FuturePulse website – demographics September 2019 until November 2020 

 
Figure 7: FuturePulse website – grouping of users by channel from September 2019 until November 2020 

Figure 7 above shows the channel through which users reach the FuturePulse website.             
About 45% of users come from organic search sites, almost 41% directly reach the              
website 8.41 come from referral. 
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During the third year of the project the website has been visited by people residing in                
114 countries. Visitors do not only come from Europe, but also from other parts of the                
world (Figure 8). This is an indicator that both the FuturePulse project and the topic /                
R&D challenges are of global (or general) interest. The visitor map shows that the              
FuturePulse website is most frequently visited from Spain and Italy (Figure 9); the             
visitor location analysis is based on Google's geolocation service.  

 

 

 
Figure 8: FuturePulse website – visitor map from September 2019 until November 2020 

 
Figure 9: Top 10 countries visiting FuturePulse website from September 2019 until November 2020 

Apart from the numbers presented above, it is interesting to see what content on the               
FuturePulse website is most popular. In Figure 10 below the 10 most visited content              
items are listed for the third year of the project. 
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Figure 10: FuturePulse website – most popular content from September 2019 – November 2020 

3.1.2 Twitter 

During the final year, the project continued to use its Twitter channel            
(https://twitter.com/FuturePulse2020/) to promote articles and other content published        
on the website as well as new events, to report live from events like FuturePulse Open                
webinar and Sónar+D Innovation Challenge final event and to share interesting articles            
and links around the main topics of FuturePulse. 

Partners used their respective Twitter channels to directly promote events and news            
concerning FuturePulse. 

Via Twitter it is also easy for our followers to engage with the FuturePulse project,               
either by following, mentioning, retweeting or commenting on our tweets. 

 
Figure 11: FuturePulse twitter channel 
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Via Twitter Analytics the following data analysis for the FuturePulse twitter channel has             
been gathered: 

 

Table 4: FuturePulse twitter – reporting from 26th of September 2017 – 19th November 2020 

 

Table 5: FuturePulse twitter – reporting from 1st September 2019 – 18th November 2020 

From the beginning of the project we have a follower base on Twitter of 159 users,                
1163 total likes, 375 total traffic to the website and a total number of 371 posts. All                 
these give us a total reach of 253.110 views. Since September 2019, we started              
posting regularly on our blog and social media accounts, based on the content strategy              
we developed for the project. FuturePulse also participated in major events such as the              
Waves Music Conference in Vienna, Sweden Live and Primavera Pro 2020 online            
edition. The outcome of these activities was to reach 192.940 impressions which            
corresponds to the 76% of the total reach throughout the project’s duration. In addition,              
267 tweets were sent, we had 71 new followers and 840 total likes while the total traffic                 
to the website was 298. 

During September-November 2020 the dissemination activities were intensified        
(Sónar+D 2020 online edition, FuturePulse Open webinar, C/O POP Convention and           
Sónar+D Innovation Challenge) and we gained 83.900 total reach over 80 days (Figure             
12). 
. 

 
Figure 12: FuturePulse twitter - total twitter reach during September - November 2020 
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Among the most successful tweets (in terms of impressions) were announcements           
about project meetings and content published on the website, articles written and            
published by well-known news sites such as Music Business Worldwide as well as             
project events such as FuturePulse panel in Sónar+D CCCB online event.  
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Figure 13: Examples of most successful tweets in terms of “Impression” sent in Year 3 

It is also interesting to see who the FuturePulse followers are, and if they are ‘the right                 
ones’, meaning influencers from the target audiences whom we are trying to reach.             
FuturePulse Twitter account was able to increase its followership by another 71 in Year              
3. There is an interesting mix of many of our target audiences in the new number of                 
followers; people working in music business, radio producers, event organizers,          
professionals interested in interactions between music brands and audiences,         
computer scientists, etc. Below (Figure 14) we provide an exemplary list of new             
followers on Twitter. 
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Figure 14: Exemplary list of new followers on Twitter 

3.1.3 Facebook 

We have established and maintained a Facebook page        
(https://www.facebook.com/FuturePulse2020) from the beginning of the project. The        
overall idea of this channel was to use it as a means of announcing FuturePulse               
achievements to other professionals from relevant fields of action and events and            
gathering interest from other people that join our community. 

Table 6 presents the overall performance of dissemination through this page from the             
beginning of the project till November 2020. Although the total reach is much smaller              
than that of Twitter, there is a number of followers which is comparable (102 vs 159 in                 
Twitter), with a much smaller number of posts (260 Facebook posts vs 371 tweets). 

 

Table 6: FuturePulse Facebook performance - reporting from September 2017 – November 2020 

 

Table 7: FuturePulse Facebook performance - reporting from September 2019 – November 2020 

During the final year 186 posts were sent, we had 40 new followers and 436 total likes                 
while the total traffic to the website was 61. Our total reach was 5948 which               
corresponds to the 50, 4% of the total reach throughout the project’s duration. 

Among the most successful posts were announcements about project events          
(FuturePulse open webinar) and articles (FuturePulse article in Music Business          
Worldwide) but also blog posts for FuturePulse publications republished through          
Facebook. 
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Figure 15: FuturePulse Facebook - top 5 posts from September 2019 until November 2020 
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23 
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3  
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7 

 

3 
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Table 8: Top 5 posts reach/engagement 

The project’s reach and popularity has been increasing from September 2019 until            
November 2020, as can be seen from the total Page Likes (Figure 16) and post reach                
(Figure 17). 

 
Figure 16: Likes on FuturePulse Facebook Page from September 2019 until November 2020 

The number of people who saw any content from our Page is shown in Figure 17.  

 

 
Figure 17: Post Reach on FuturePulse Facebook Page from September 2019 until November 2020 

The total number of people who have reached our Facebook Page, grouped by age,              
gender, country, is shown in Figure 18. The majority of Facebook users come from              
Greece. This may be due to the fact that two of the consortium partners, ATC and                
CERTH come from Greece and thus have more reach to Greek audiences.  
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Figure 18: Total People reached our Facebook Page from September 2019 until November 2020 

3.1.4 YouTube 
The project created the FuturePulse channel on YouTube on 30th September 2020.            
The goal of this channel was to publish and promote the videos that have been created                
in the framework of the FuturePulse project.  

The following videos have been uploaded in the FuturePulse YouTube channel: 

● Welcome to FuturePulse! (https://youtu.be/RCG9_mLlaAE)  
● You can now test FuturePulse! (https://youtu.be/XV0ZxBsnp-c)  
● FuturePulse Open Webinar (https://youtu.be/mDeuAKW98Bo)  

 

The video Sónar+D CCCB 2020 Talk: "Futurepulse - Forecasting Success in the Music             
Industry" has been uploaded under the Events playlist of FuturePulse YouTube           
channel. 

Up to date we have 807 views and 19 subscribers.  
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Figure 19: FuturePulse YouTube channel 

 

3.2 Dissemination events  
An important part of the dissemination activities is the participation in national and             
international events such as conferences, trade fairs, workshops, etc. A reporting           
template exists on the project’s document repository. FuturePulse project partners who           
attend such events have been asked to fill out the template. 

The following list is an overview of presentations and participations of the consortium or              
individual participants in the context of FuturePulse that have been reported from            
September 2019 until November 2020. A full list is provided in Appendix I: Full list of                
dissemination events. Here we present the most interesting events that we believe will             
bring impact to the music, tech and wider media industry. 

3.2.1 Participation in events and presentations to workshops 
An important part of the dissemination activities is the participation in national and             
international events such as conferences, trade fairs, workshops, etc. A reporting           
template exists on the project’s document repository. FuturePulse project partners who           
attend such events have been asked to fill out the template. 

The following list is an overview of the most interesting presentations and participations             
of the consortium or individual participants in the context of FuturePulse that have been              
reported from September 2019 until November 2020. A full list is provided in Appendix              
I: Full list of dissemination events.  

● 27 September 2019 - Waves Music Conference: Waves Vienna is Vienna’s           
first club and showcase festival. Its conference constitutes a part of the music             
festival and offers the possibility to attend several lectures, panels and           
participate in workshops. On September the 27th, key professionals of the           
music industry had the opportunity to learn about FuturePulse sophisticated          
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analytics and predictive modelling services, including why FuturePulse’s new         
capabilities will make music distribution more effective and profitable in a           
presentation by Thomas Lidy (Musimap). During Waves Music conference,         
many creative professionals got to know the ‘future pulse’ of music and some of              
them were also interested in testing the FuturePulse platform. 
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Figure 20: Photos from Waves Music Conference 

     
Figure 21: FuturePulse Social media artwork for Waves Music Conference 

● 20 November 2019 - SEUIT Architecture Summit 2019: On November 20th,           
2019, FuturePulse partner Daniel Johansson (SYB) was invited to the SEUIT           
Architecture Summit 2019, a closed conference for 60 system architects from all            
over the world, to talk about how the music industry makes use of statistical              
analysis, and what FuturePulse aims to do. The conference was organized by            
AstraZeneca, one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world, with           
60.000 employees and revenues of 22 billion USD in 2018. The latest            
developments in FuturePulse were presented, which led to more general          
discussions on how the music industry is handling confidential data and           
personal data, and on how AI can be used to predict market demand and future               
trends in other domains, such as the pharmaceutical industry. 
 

● 21 January 2020 - Sweden Live: FuturePulse partners Saki Markovic          
(Playground) and Daniel Johansson (SYB), were invited to talk about the           
project, during the biggest conference in Sweden for the live music industry,            
Sweden Live, at Västerås Konserthus. The two partners elaborated on the           
usage/analysis of streaming and social media data and also gave a brief live             
demo of the FuturePulse platform to about 300 music professionals, from           
companies and agencies to students, as well as collective societies, product           
and app developers. Some of the companies attending the presentation were           
Live Nation, FKP Scorpio, United Stage, Blixten & Co, as well as many of the               
largest festivals and venues in Sweden. After the session, they had an ‘after             
talk’ at the Sweden Live fair booth where they answered questions and could             
demo the platform more in depth. The talk led to a lot of interesting meetings               
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and insights. Many actors from the live industry came to the booth, and follow              
up meetings were planned for many of them. Already a couple of weeks after              
the presentation, several live companies have shown interest in subscribing to           
the platform, as well as implementing FuturePulse technology on their inhouse           
platforms. 
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Figure 22: Photos from Sweden Live 

● 18 November 2020 - Linecheck Music Meeting and Festival: FuturePulse          
was invited to this year’s Linecheck Music Meeting and Festival. The leading            
Italian Music Conference was hosted digitally, through live streaming, with          
panels, masterclasses and showcases from Milan, Rome, London and Paris.          
FuturePulse partner Saki Markovic (PGM) presented the latest developments         
applied in FuturePulse, in the session ‘The End of Magic: Algorithms and            
Analytics in A&R and Booking’ and in the session ‘Networking: Meet Music            
Technology’, on November 18th at 1.30 PM – 2.30 PM and at 5.00 PM - 6.30                
PM respectively. Saki Markovic focused on how our platform’s sophisticated          
analytics and predictive modelling services can make music distribution more          
effective and profitable, and elaborated on the impact of algorithms and           
analytics on the music industry. 
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Figure 23: Photo from Linecheck Music Meeting and Festival 

 

3.2.2 Events organization  
Sónar+D CCCB online event – FuturePulse panel ‘Forecasting success in the           
music industry’  

On September 19th 2020 at 17:55-18:55 pm, the FuturePulse team organized the            
panel ‘Forecasting success in the music industry’ within the hybrid online/onsite           
edition of the Sónar+D conference, Sónar+D CCCB! 

FuturePulse partner Daniel Johansson (SYB), facilitated the discussions on the panel           
that we hosted to demonstrate how our project’s innovations, such as sophisticated            
analytics and predictive modelling services, can help not only analyze music trends, but             
also make music distribution more effective and profitable. FuturePulse partner Saki           
Markovic (Playground), explained our perspectives on how the digitalization of the           
music industry has changed music discovery during the panel.  

Sónar partner leveraged its digital platform www.sonarplusd.com and corresponding         
social media channels to support the communication of this activity with dedicated            
publications on the website and supporting newsletter mail outs to their 50,000            
subscribers. The talk was live streamed on Sónar+D website, reaching a global            
audience with 740 simultaneous views and an expanding audience on VOD. The panel             
talk is available for watching at Sónar+D YouTube but also in FuturePulse YouTube             
Playlists.  
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Figure 24: FuturePulse panel 

 
Figure 25: FuturePulse panel – Screenshot from the live streaming 

In Appendix II: FuturePulse panel ‘Forecasting success in the music industry’ you can             
find more Information and material about the Panel. 
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Sónar+D Innovation Challenge presented by FuturePulse 

FuturePulse platform was the protagonist of this year’s Sónar+D Innovation Challenge           
(SIC). SIC is an accelerated innovation program based on creative technology and            
open collaboration between companies and top international talent. SIC, co-organized          
by the Music Technology Group from Universitat Pompeu Fabra, helps companies to            
quickly innovate in topics that directly impact their business; to find the right talent in               
the way and to create forward-looking projects. Companies propose challenges to the            
creative community and collaborate to produce disruptive innovation proposals and          
present them at the main stage of Sónar+D. 

Considering that in 2020 Sónar+D couldn’t take place physically, due to the COVID-19             
situation, the organization re-adapted the SIC format and created the first virtual edition             
of SIC with a ‘datathon’ format. 

Participants were being asked to: 

● Use available data from the FuturePulse platform’s API to identify trend signals            
in up and coming songs, artists or genres. These could be based on music              
consumption data, social media activity or a combination. 

● Consider factors that could influence this ‘tipping point’ in specific social groups            
or demographics. 

● Deliberate on how these models could be incorporated into existing digital           
service providers' APIs and user interfaces. 

Applications could come from anybody with a focus on the following professional roles: 

● Data Scientist or Machine Learning Expert 
● Back-end and/or Data Engineer 
● Front-end Engineer 
● UX/UI Designer and/or Researcher 
● Biz Dev / Marketing / Music Business Expert 

The open call for the challenge ran from October 13th – 23rd 2020, with 56 registered                
contenders, two teams of 5 successful applicants were formed. 

● Team A: Alberto González Pulido (IP Consultant), Andres Ferraro (ML scientist           
and Music Technology Researcher), Gema FB Martin (Researcher focused in          
HCI), Rita Geleta (Data Scientist, designer and event organizer), Sylvain Le           
Groux (AI Scientist, musician) 

● Team B: Ananda Mele (UX/UI Designer), Daniel Rosero (Multimedia Engineer          
and Master in Data Science), Livia Fioretti (Trend specialist), Lorenzo Porcaro           
(Music Technology Researcher) 
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Following the application process, the challenge ran for two weeks from November 2nd,             
2020, with all the teams receiving mentorship and support from the FuturePulse            
consortium. These are the two solutions presented by the two teams. 

● Team A: “Forbidden Territories” an innovative solution using big data to           
identify and map instances of censorship in music globally. 

 

● Team B: “See you on the dancefloor” a practical tool for allowing venues to              
book online shows based on past booking decisions and a custom 'match'            
function. 

  

The teams presented their final outcomes, live in an open online event, on Wednesday              
18th November 2020 at 15:00 CET that could be watched on the Sónar+D website, the               
Sónar+D YouTube channel or the FuturePulse website. During the event we were live             
tweeting on FuturePulse Twitter. The award of 1.500€ cash prize for the most             
innovative solution went to Team B with their project “See you on the Dancefloor”              
while all selected applicants will receive Delegate Passes for the next edition of             
Sónar+D. 
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Figure 26: Screenshot from Sónar+D Innovation challenge Open Call 
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Figure 27: FuturePulse Social media artwork for SIC announcement 

 

Figure 28: Sónar+D Newsletter announcing the open call for SIC 
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Figure 29: Sónar+D Newsletter announcing the final outcomes presentation for SIC 
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Figure 30: Sónar+D LinkedIn post announcing the final outcomes presentation 

Sónar+D social media campaigns for SIC 2020 announcement: 

117k impressions / 388 reactions / 19 clicks / 48k video views  
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Portugal: 17% 

UK: 6% 
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3.2.3 Project showcases  

● 21 – 24 July 2020 - Primavera Pro online conference: FuturePulse was            
selected for Ideas Showroom, the space that this year’s Primavera Pro reserves            
for presentations. During Primavera Pro 2020 Online, FuturePulse had a          
presentation card in an audiovisual capsule produced especially for this event,           
that was hosted on the event’s platform, available to all those who had             
accreditation for the digital conference. 

 

 

  

Figure 31: Screenshots from Primavera Pro - Ideas Showroom 
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Figure 32: FuturePulse Social Media artwork for Primavera Pro 

● 9 October 2020 - FuturePulse Open webinar: FuturePulse team, Thanasis          
Dalianis (ATC), Daniel Molina (BMAT), Gonçal Calvo (BMAT) and Daniel          
Johansson (SYB), presented the project in an open webinar which was held            
online on October 9th 2020 free of charge. In this webinar participants had the              
opportunity to learn more about the project and the analytics platform that we             
have developed to predict popularity levels for genres, artists, and songs,           
through a live demonstration.  
 
The webinar was hosted in StreamYard1 platform and live streamed in           
FuturePulse YouTube channel. The webinar was free to watch also from           
Sónar+D website and www.futurepulse.eu. An invitation letter was created for          
the webinar and was sent to all partners for sharing among their            
networks/channels. The webinar was also promoted through FuturePulse        
Newsletter Issue 2. Promotional material for partners to promote and share was            
also created (social media posts and artwork). In addition, Sónar partner           
contributed to the communication and dissemination of the webinar, with a           
dedicated newsletter and social media campaign as well as with a news article             
within www.sonarplusd.com.  
 
During the webinar we were live tweeting on FuturePulse Twitter. The video            
recording currently has 758 views. 
 

1 https://streamyard.com/  
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Figure 33: FuturePulse Open webinar – Agenda 
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Figure 34: Screenshots from the FuturePulse Open webinar 

In Appendix III: FuturePulse Open webinar you can find more material about the             
webinar. 

 
● 22 October 2020 - C/O POP Convention: FuturePulse participated in c/o pop            

Convention 2020 - xoxo Edition! with the Breakout Session “Predicting the           
unpredictable” on Thursday October 22nd, at 16:30 - 17:15. FuturePulse team,           
Saki Markovic (PGM), Gonçal Calvo (BMAT) and Daniel Johansson (SYB),          
demonstrated the platform, presented the Record label use case and what lies            
ahead for the project. During the online session the 16 participants learned            
amongst others how FuturePulse: i) predicts genre popularity trends on different           
markets based on Spotify Top 200 charts, ii) combines open and confidential            
data (from labels/distributors/radio) into combined timelines, with up to 12 week           
predictions of what will happen on platforms like Spotify, Apple Music, Deezer,            
SoundCloud, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, radio channels globally etc., iii) uses          
advanced Audio Descriptors for music, that identifies such things as moods,           
situations that are used to predict which songs are the best in playlists, iv)              
automises genre classification based on audio analysis (without the need to tag            
music manually), v) predicts which playlists that will give the best results for a              
certain track (based on audio profiling and historic results from similar tracks            
and artists by machine learning). Participants also learned more about: i) the            
model Venue Rank that predicts which live venues are the best for certain             
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artists when it comes to social media engagement and ii) the model T-REC that              
predicts recognition levels of songs, not only popularity, but also how well            
recognised a song is on a certain market.  
 
The FuturePulse presentation for this event as well as related artwork material            
can be found in Appendix IV: C/O POP Convention – FuturePulse Breakout            
Session. 
 

 
Figure 35: Screenshot from the event 

3.3 Scientific publications to journals and conferences  
During this reporting period the following scientific publications have been produced.           
The publications are available in the project’s website under “Publications” and are also             
uploaded to the FuturePulse H2020 community on Zenodo portal. 

● “LinkAUC: Unsupervised Evaluation of Multiple Network Node Ranks        
Using Link Prediction”, by Emmanouil Krasanakis, Symeon    
Papadopoulos, Yiannis Kompatsiaris. In: Cherifi H., Gaito S., Mendes J., Moro           
E., Rocha L. (eds) Complex Networks and Their Applications VIII.          
COMPLEX NETWORKS 2019. Studies in Computational Intelligence, vol 881.         
Springer, Cham. http://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-36687-2_1. Published 3     
December 2019 (Link to Zenodo) 

● "An Analysis of the Effect of Data Augmentation Methods: Experiments          
for a Musical Genre Classification Task", by Rémi Mignot, Geoffroy Peeters,           
Transactions of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval,         
2(1), pp.97–110. December 2019. http://doi.org/10.5334/tismir.26. Published 18       
December 2019 (Link Zenodo) 

● “GAP: Geometric Aggregation of Popularity Metrics”, by Christos Koutlis,         
Manos Schinas, Symeon Papadopoulos and Ioannis Kompatsiaris,       
Information 2020, 11(6), 323. https://doi.org/10.3390/info11060323.     
Published: 15 June 2020 (Link to Zenodo) 

● “Unsupervised Evaluation of Multiple Node Ranks by Reconstructing        
Local Structures”, by Emmanouil Krasanakis, Symeon Papadopoulos,       
Yiannis Kompatsiaris, Applied Network Science 5, 48 (2020).        
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s41109-020-00287-x. Published 06 August 2020 (Link      
to Zenodo) 

● “LAVARNET: Neural network modeling of causal variable relationships        
for multivariate time series forecasting”, by Christos Koutlis, Symeon         
Papadopoulos, Manos Schinas, Ioannis Kompatsiaris, Applied Soft       
Computing, Volume 96, November 2020, 106685.      
http://doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2020.106685. Published 28 August 2020 (Link to       
Zenodo) 

● "Extending Deep Rhythm for Tempo and Genre Estimation Using         
Complex Convolutions, Multitask Learning and Multi-input Network", by        
Hadrien Foroughmand, Geoffroy Peeters, Joint (Virtual) Conference on AI         
Music Creativity, Stockholm, Sweden, October 19-23, 2020. (Link to Zenodo). 

● “Stopping Personalized PageRank without an Error Tolerance Parameter”,        
Emmanouil Krasanakis, Symeon Papadopoulos, and Yiannis Kompatsiaris. To        
be presented at the 2020 IEEE/ACM International Conference on Advances          
in Social Networks Analysis and Mining (ASONAM 2020), 7-10 December          
2020, (Virtual). 

3.4 Other publications, Press & Media activities 
● FuturePulse was mentioned in one of the largest newspapers in Sweden.           

FuturePulse partner Daniel Johansson (SYB) talked to Georg Cederskog and          
Hugo Lindkvist of Dagens Nyheter on 28 February 2020, about the coronavirus            
outbreak & on the possibility that the coronavirus could have disastrous           
consequences for the live industry. The full article is available here. 

 
Figure 36: Screenshot from Dagens Nyheter 

 

● FuturePulse project Coordinator, Daniel Molina (BMAT), presented the project 
at 808 Radio CMM on 10 October 2020. The interview is available here (from 
minute 24:30). 
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/00JxZQfFFtELvnZSNtAPh9?si=g28EodHES9Cdem2DTXgRUQ&context=spotify%3Ashow%3A6CUXvn9jarktr5OzdXLLhD


 

 

 

 
Figure 37: Screenshot from the 808 Radio CMM podcast and relevant tweet about FuturePulse 

presentation 

● An article about FuturePulse has been published in Music Business          
Worldwide on 14 October 2020. Music Business Worldwide is the major news            
site for the global music industry with 40.000 industry professionals and media            
people around the world. FuturePulse partner Daniel Johansson (SYB) talked to           
Dave Roberts about the project’s goal and achievements as well as the planned             
dissemination activities (FuturePulse open webinar, c/o pop event and Sónar+D          
Innovation Challenge around predictive analytics). An individual newsletter        
about this article was sent to more than 55.000 subscribers, and since then the              
project and platform received a lot of attention, leading to lots of conversations             
for the exploitation of the results. The full article is available here. 
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Figure 38: Screenshots from FuturePulse article in Music Business Worldwide 
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● FuturePulse participation at c/o pop Convention 2020 - xoxo Edition! was           

mentioned in a news article in Austrian Music Export on 15 October 2020.             
Austrian Music Export is a joint initiative of the Austrian Music Information            
Center mica – music austria and the Austrian Music Fund in close cooperation             
with the organizers of the Austrian booths at international music trade fairs. The             
article is available here.  

 
Figure 39: Screenshot from Austrian Music Export highlighting FuturePulse participation @ c/o pop 

Convention 2020 

● FuturePulse partner, Daniel Johansson (SYB), presented the project during the 
Podcast “Predicting Hits … Before They Hit” at “Up Next Podcast” with 
Gabriella Mirabelli on 5 November 2020. The podcast is available here. 
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Figure 40: Screenshots from the Podcast Predicting Hits … Before They Hit 

● An article about FuturePulse has been published in Musikindustrin.se on 26           
October 2020. FuturePulse partner Daniel Johansson (SYB) talked to Lars          
Nylin about the project's goal and achievements. The full article is available            
here. 
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Figure 41: Screenshot from FuturePulse article in Musikindustrin.se 

● FuturePulse partner, Thomas Lidy (Musimap), gave an interview about his role           
in the FuturePulse project in the Podcast “The power of audio + science + AI”               
with Jasmine Moradi on 26 November 2020. The podcast will be available here. 

3.5 Dissemination Material  

3.5.1 Videos 
We have produced a FuturePulse promotional video for our participation to Primavera            
Pro online conference, which is now available on YouTube.  

 
Figure 42: Screenshot of the video during Primavera Pro 

In addition, the video recording from the FuturePulse Open webinar that we have             
organised on 9th of October 2020 (see Section 3.2.3), is available on YouTube.  

Moreover, the video from the Panel - Forecasting Success in the Music Industry             
which was hosted by FuturePulse during the online edition of the Sónar+D conference,             
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https://www.jasminemoradi.com/podcast-audio-science-ai/
https://www.primaverasound.com/en/barcelona/primavera-pro
https://www.primaverasound.com/en/barcelona/primavera-pro
https://youtu.be/XV0ZxBsnp-c
https://youtu.be/mDeuAKW98Bo


 

 
Sónar+D CCCB 2020 is available in Sónar+D YouTube but is also available in             
FuturePulse YouTube Playlists. 

Finally, the video recording from the open online final event of this year’s Sónar+D              
Innovation Challenge (SIC) is available in Sónar+D Youtube channel, Sónar+D website           
and www.futurepulse.eu. 

3.5.2 Newsletters 
FuturePulse created and released three electronic Newsletters within the last reporting           
period of the project.  

● Issue 1 in December 2019, which was promoted through the website; 
● Issue 2 in October 2020, which was promoted through the website and            

distributed to a contact list of 64 people; 
● Issue 3 in November 2020, which was promoted through the website and            

distributed to a contact list of 91 people.  

The key message of these newsletters was to highlight the project’s news and             
achievements as well as dissemination activities and next steps. The scope was to             
provide a way to keep FuturePulse stakeholders and audiences informed about the            
status of the project.  
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https://sonarplusd.com/en/news/sonar-presents-an-extraordinary-edition-of-sonar-d-sonar-d-cccb-18th-and-19th-september-2020-at-the-centre-de-cultura-contemporania-de-barcelona
https://youtu.be/gkuIh6cOS6g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKGuUEpWoDfewrt_5SZzV8Q/playlists
https://sonarplusd.com/en/news/sonar-d-open-call-take-part-in-the-sonar-d-innovation-challenge-datathon-edition
https://sonarplusd.com/en/news/sonar-d-open-call-take-part-in-the-sonar-d-innovation-challenge-datathon-edition
https://youtu.be/9KYiMGaUwQo
https://sonarplusd.com/en/news/sonar-d-innovation-challenge-2020-join-the-live-online-event
http://www.futurepulse.eu/
https://mailchi.mp/636feb62974d/futurepulse-newsletter-1-revolutionizing-the-music-industry-12067245
https://us20.campaign-archive.com/?u=bf4867b27c2a92d9989bc68d9&id=cb04bfc356
https://us20.campaign-archive.com/?u=bf4867b27c2a92d9989bc68d9&id=ec5cca4065


 

 

 
Figure 43: FuturePulse Newsletter Issue 1 – Screenshot 
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Figure 44: FuturePulse Newsletter Issue 2 – Screenshot 
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Figure 45: FuturePulse Newsletter Issue 3 – Screenshot 
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4 Collaboration with other projects and initiatives  
The table below shows the projects we collaborated with during the reporting period: 

 

Table 9: Collaboration with other projects 

During the final period of the project, the main collaboration area with other H2020              
projects has involved the participation of the partners in the We Are Europe project in               
the Live Music piloting activities. Furthermore, in the context of the Radio/Audio cluster,             
we continued informing HRadio and Marconi projects about our results and exchanging            
technical information. We shared updated documentation of our services API so they            
could test it and potentially leverage it for their activity. Members of HRadio and              
Marconi signed up to the FuturePulse open platform.  
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Project Link 
Expected areas of 

collaboration 
Status 

We Are Europe 
https://weare-europe.eu/en/

home 

Participation in  

Pilot activities 

The partners were   

involved by Sónar in    

the Live Music pilot. 

HRadio https://www.hradio.eu 
Exploitation and  

Dissemination 

We shared our services    

API. Partners signed in    

the FuturePulse open   

platform and tested it. 

MARCONI 
https://www.projectmarconi.

eu 

Exploitation and  

Dissemination 

We shared our services    

API. Partners signed in    

the FuturePulse open   

platform and tested it. 

Bloomen http://bloomen.io 
Exploitation and  

Dissemination 

We updated them on    

project developments  

since both projects run    

in parallel with the    

participation of ATC   

and BMAT.  
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5 Dissemination Activities Evaluation & Monitoring  
Communication and dissemination activities have been regularly reported in the          
provided templates and officially described in three different steps and reports: 

● Step 1 (M6): D6.2 “Communication & Dissemination Plan”: Already submitted          
and described the general strategy for communication, the tools, stakeholders          
and tactics.  

● Step 2 (M24): D6.4 “Communication & Dissemination Report v1”: Already          
submitted and described and evaluated the dissemination activities carried out          
during the first and second year of the project; it also identified the             
dissemination activities to be carried out during the third year of the project. 

● Step 3 (M39): D6.5 “Communication & Dissemination Report v2”: Is the current            
document, which describes and evaluates the communication and        
dissemination activities carried out during the third year of the project and            
analyses the overall impact for the whole project.  

 

In order to facilitate the general monitoring of dissemination activities we have            
developed an online monitoring template, which all partners used in order to register             
their dissemination activities.  

The following table presents a list of target values for quantitative indicators based on              
which the dissemination impact of the project is evaluated and its current status.  

 
Table 10: Dissemination indicators  

For confidentiality reasons, the target values and status of accomplishment are not            
shown here. The project has achieved its goal regarding the preparation of            
dissemination material and the participation in events and presentations to workshops           
has exceeded the expectations. Publication goals have been achieved as well as the             
events organised by the project.  
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Raise Awareness & Dissemination Indicators 

Dissemination means QA parameter 

Website  
Number of unique visitors  

Average visit time on site  

Social Media Flow of communication, number of 
posts/followers  

Brochures Number of distributed brochures 

Project Posters Number of posters 

Publications / Journal articles Number of publications 

Participation in events and presentations to      
workshops 

Number of activities  

Audience size 

Event organization Number of organized events 

Project showcases Number of demonstrations 

Grant Agreement Number: 761634 – FuturePulse – H2020-ICT-2016-2/ICT-19 
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Moreover, the project website was the core and most effective dissemination channel            
used throughout the project duration to host the needs of our targeted stakeholders to              
find information about the project deliveries and news related to our activities the last              
three years.  
 
On top of that, we adopted a digital communication strategy in social media to create               
buzz about the project objectives, the work performed in various areas and the results              
achieved, either through publications, presentations or workshops but also to increase           
outreach. We have been very active the last year of the project in communicating the               
project and our presence has been reinforced by the fact that the members of the               
project have used their own social media/network for communicating. The flow of            
communication and number of posts/followers have been greatly increased during the           
last year of the project and gave us a total reach of almost 265,000 views in our social                  
media which is very satisfactory.  
 
During the last half of the project we have shown the project to a remarkable number of                 
potential clients/companies that have approached us, and have scheduled meetings          
with some more for the next months to come. On top of that, the project was                
showcased to the FuturePulse open webinar, the C/O Pop webinar and Primavera Pro.             
The use case leaders have demonstrated the platform directly to many companies as             
well. 
 
While for some quantitative target indicators the relevant actual value is below the             
threshold set at the beginning of the project – namely for the number of unique               
visitors/average visit time on site, the flow of communication/number of posts-followers           
and number of posters – the overall outreach of the dissemination and communication             
was very successful. The project has reached, thanks to key actions, an important             
“momentum” in the last months of the project, where relevant actors and different             
stakeholders in the music industry approached the project interested in using the            
platform commercially. 
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6 Conclusions 
This document comprises the second and final edition of the dissemination reporting            
for the FuturePulse project. It presents the communications and dissemination activities           
that were undertaken, what dissemination materials have been produced and what           
effects were achieved in the course of the last reporting period from September 2019              
(M25) up to November 2020 (M39).  

The communication and dissemination strategy is made up from a set of            
cross-interacting activities, comprising scientific publications, participation at events        
and conferences, organisation of events, presentation of advertising material (leaflets,          
videos, posters and newsletters), project showcases as well as reaching the wider            
public through social media and website. 

During the third year of the project the goal was to strengthen even further the project                
impact and leverage the exploitation of the FuturePulse outcomes since all of these are              
now being mature and made available for further testing. Hence, the dissemination            
focused on communicating the concrete outcomes of the project to the relevant            
stakeholders, including potential customers or other companies working in the data           
analytics industry, possibly interested in business collaborations. 

In addition, we have created many links with music industrial and academic            
communities and had the opportunity to generate a substantial impact with the            
research and development results of the FuturePulse project.  

The increase of the FuturePulse impact in the third year was achieved through our              
participation in the “Waves Music Conference”, “Sweden Live” and “Linecheck Music           
Meeting and Festival” music industry events but also through our participation in            
research conferences (ISMIR, Mirac, Complex Networks 2019, Joint Conference on AI           
Music Creativity) were the project was presented. The project was also showcased in             
the “Primavera Pro 2020 online edition”, “FuturePulse Open webinar” and “C/O POP            
Convention” and the visibility we reached also towards the general public was very             
high.  

A rather high level impact has been also reached through the organisation of the              
FuturePulse panel ‘Forecasting success in the music industry’ during the Sónar+D           
2020 online event as well as the Sónar+D Innovation Challenge final event, which have              
allowed us to reach new audiences in the space of media technology and creative              
communities and a broader public. 

Last but not least, to enhance even more the dissemination activities of the project              
during the last year of the project, we identified a number of popular music news               
websites in order to approach and publish FuturePulse news and articles. To this end,              
we collaborated with Music Business Worldwide, the major news site for the global             
music industry, and published an article about the project’s goals, results and the new              
potential technology we have developed. The article had a big impact in the music              
industry. 

In the previous dissemination report (D6.4), we had foreseen to organise a number of              
interviews with Consortium members, asking them shortly to speak about their role in             
the project, the gains for them and their organisation by participating in the project, as               
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well as the benefits for the music industry. The different interviews would then be              
merged into a single promotional video that would be disseminated through the            
project's channels. We decided not to proceed with this activity and to shift our effort on                
the creation of the video we have showcased during Primavera Pro 2020 online edition,              
where the innovative features of the platform were presented, as well as to the              
FuturePulse Open webinar, in which we demonstrated live the platform to relevant            
stakeholders and the general public (the webinar’s video currently counts 758 views in             
YouTube).  

To make sure all procedures were carried out properly, a set of metrics were selected               
to measure the obtained results and compare them with the previously set objectives. 

The evaluation showed that the project was very successful in its dissemination and             
communication efforts. Many of the target indicators were met and the project            
managed to reach out to its core audiences and made itself well known. The project               
has reached an important “hype” in its last months through the different events             
organised and attended, and, together with the publication of FuturePulse article in the             
Music Business World magazine, it has triggered an inbound wave that has exceeded             
our expectations. 

The overall conclusion is that FuturePulse has managed to attract a lot of interest              
within the music industry. At this moment the consortium is managing meetings and             
contacts with a remarkable number of companies belonging to the music industry,            
which have approached us interested in FuturePulse services.  
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Appendix I: Full list of dissemination events 
Below we present a full list of dissemination events from M25 up to M39 and 1                
forthcoming event for which one scientific publication has been accepted. 

 

Table 11:  List of dissemination events during the third year of the project 
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Date Type Event Name 

27/09/2019 Conference Waves Music Conference, Vienna 

04-08/11/2019 Conference 
International Society for Music    
Information Retrieval (ISMIR), Delft,    
The Netherlands 

04-08/11/2019 Conference 
International Society for Music    
Information Retrieval (ISMIR), Delft,    
The Netherlands 

20/11/2019 Conference SEUIT Architecture Summit 2019 

20-21/11/2019 Conference 
Mirac research conference in    
Sweden www.mirac.se 

14/12/2019 Conference 
International Conference on   
Complex Networks and Their    
Applications 2019 

21/01/2020 Music industry conference Sweden Live 2019 

17/06/2020 Online presentation 
SAMI Svenska Artisters och Musikers     
Intresseorganisation 

23/06/2020 Online presentation Studiefrämjandet 

21-24/07/2020 Conference Primavera Pro 2020 

19/09/2020 Conference Sónar+D 2020 

09/10/2020 Online webinar FuturePulse Open webinar 

22/10/2020 Main conference C/O POP Convention 

 

22/10/2020 

 

Online conference 

Joint Conference on AI Music     
Creativity 

13/10 – 18/11/2020 
Innovation Challenge / 

Datathon 
Sónar+D Innovation Challenge  

18/11/2020 Conference 
Linecheck Festival / Milano Music     
Week 

December 2020 or January 
2021 

Conference 
2020 IEEE/ACM International   
Conference on Advances in Social     
Networks Analysis and Mining 
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Appendix II: FuturePulse panel ‘Forecasting success in the        
music industry’ 
It has never been a better time for artists to get their music out and be discovered by                  
new audiences. It is now easy to record tracks and get them online almost instantly,               
where they can be potentially discovered by hundreds of millions of listeners around             
the world. At the same time, with nearly 40,000 new tracks uploaded every day on               
Spotify alone, the competition to get audience attention is really immense.  

Thanks to the digitalization of the music industry, it is now possible to collect billions of                
music consumption data points which are leveraged by new music analytics platforms            
to help stakeholders (including independent artists, record labels, local music          
promoters, background music services) understand the market and maximize their          
revenues.  

While these platforms are capable of providing valuable insights into the geography,            
demography and usage of today's listeners, it's still a great challenge to make sense of               
the vast amounts of music analytics and extract actionable knowledge with respect to             
the future of the music industry.  

Some key questions and challenges that will be answered:  

● How complex is it to combine different data sources to achieve more accurate             
predictions? 

● How nearly impossible is it to foresee unanticipated events (such as terrorist            
attacks and pandemics) and their impact on music? 

● How can we factor in the subjective nature of human decision making and             
combine it with our AI toolbox to optimize success? 

Panelists 
● Sophie Brüggemann, Data Analyst and Researcher at Spinnin’ Records/Warner         

Music Group 
● David Weiszfeld, Founder and CEO of Soundcharts 
● Saki Markovic, Head of Social Media Marketing Nordics at Playground Music           

Scandinavia 

Moderator: 
Daniel Johansson, Researcher at Linnaeus University and journalist at         
Musikindustrin.se  
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Figure 46: Sónar+D CCCB Schedule 
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Figure 47: Sónar+D-FuturePulse_talk 
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Figure 48: Sónar+D-talks 

Relevant Links 
Sónar+D news article:  

https://sonarplusd.com/en/news/watch-the-sonar-d-cccb-talk-futurepulse-forecasting-su
ccess-in-the-music-industry  

Sónar+D VOD: 

https://sonarplusd.com/en/programs/barcelona-2020-special-edition/areas/talks/futurep
ulse-forecasting-success-in-the-music-industry  
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Figure 49: Sónar+D artwork for the panel 
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Appendix III: FuturePulse Open webinar 
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Figure 50: FuturePulse Presentation during the open webinar 
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Figure 51: FuturePulse Open webinar highlighted in Sónar+D website/news 

 
Figure 52: FuturePulse Open webinar – live demonstration of the platform - screenshot from a user 
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Figure 53: FuturePulse Social media artwork for FuturePulse Open webinar 
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Figure 54: Sónar+D artwork for the webinar 
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Appendix IV: C/O POP Convention – FuturePulse Breakout        
Session 
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Figure 55: FuturePulse Presentation during the Breakout session 
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Figure 56: C/O POP Convention artwork for FuturePulse Breakout Session 

 
Figure 57: FuturePulse Social media artwork for C/O POP Convention 
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